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Background – Tourism and Forestry in Wells Gray, Canada
The Wells Gray Community Forest Corporation (WGCF or “community forest”) manages forestry
planning and operations directly within the recreation management area of the Wells Gray Outdoor
Club (WGOC or “outdoor club”) near Clearwater, British Columbia, Canada.
The Wells Gray Outdoor Club manages approximately 30 km of winter cross-country ski trails and an
extensive new network of mountain biking trails that began development in 2016. These trails are
managed under a partnership agreement with Recreation Sites and Trails BC, a provincial government
agency.
Through ongoing communication, joint planning, and proactive efforts to understand each sector’s
needs and operating contexts, the community forest and outdoor club have developed an effective
working relationship that should be considered a best practice in integrated land use planning related to
forestry and tourism/recreation management. The result is the development of a new world-class
mountain biking network – financed largely by grants from the Community Forest and Recreation Sites
and Trails BC – and the complete renovation of the cross-country ski trail network, including significantly
improved access to a previously inaccessible trail sector, improvements to trail quality through levelling
of steep grades and removal of sharp bends, improvements to drainage, development of new scenic
lookouts for users, removal of hazard trees, maintenance of retention trees in key areas, and a variety of
other recreation area enhancements. Despite operating within a relatively small and heavily used
recreation area, forest harvesting has occurred with practically no conflict amongst the forest licensee,
skiers, mountain bikers, horse riders, other trail user groups, local tourism operators, and other
community representatives.
Two representatives of the organizations have been at the forefront of this collaboration, and were
interviewed for the purposes of this report: George Brcko, Manager of the Wells Gray Community
Forest, and Aaron Cooperman, Chair of the Mountain Biking Committee of the Wells Gray Outdoor Club.
Figure 1: Wells Gray Outdoor Club and Community Forest Representatives
Aaron Cooperman, Wells Gray Outdoor Club

George Brcko, Wells Gray Community Forest
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Introduction
The vast and diverse geography of British Columbia, Canada forges and (re)defines the province’s
economic, social, and cultural heritage. Only two industries permeate in nearly every sub-region of this
immense and varied landscape, from Vanderhoof to Vancouver: forestry and tourism. While mining, oil
& gas, hi-tech, and other industrial sectors are also key drivers of the BC economy, their geographic
footprint is not nearly as pervasive as tourism/recreation and forestry over the majority of the
province’s landscape.
Clearwater, BC demonstrates this dual-industry predominance, with the forest sector historically being
the primary economic driver of the region, and tourism growing to become a much more significant
source of income, employment, and taxation revenue, particularly after Expo 86 and the early-1990s.1
This is common industrial trajectory in BC’s small and mid-sized communities, with the rapid growth of
tourism – particularly adventure tourism and increasingly Indigenous tourism – occurring amidst stable,
or more often, declining employment in forestry. In some regions, this industrial and employment shift
has been a source of entrenched economic, social/cultural, and environmental conflict in many regions,
particularly acute in many areas of Vancouver Island, the Lower Mainland/Sea to Sky corridor, and parts
of Thompson-Okanagan and Kootenays. However, this has not been the case in Clearwater, B.C. and the
broader Wells Gray region, for the most part, at least for areas managed by the forest tenure holder,
Wells Gray Community Forest (WGCF).
While many regions of BC demonstrate some level of cooperation amongst these two dominant
industrial sectors, few (if any) can boast about the successes of the truly collaborative and mutualistic
relationship demonstrated by the region’s community forest and outdoor recreation club.

Tourism and Recreation in the Wells Gray Corridor
Clearwater, BC is a bustling tourism and recreation hub from May to October of each year, with
hundreds of thousands of visitors from around the world seeking outdoor adventures and remarkable
scenery in a largely undeveloped wilderness setting. The region’s main tourism attraction is the
collection of 39 named waterfalls ensconced within the globally unique volcanic topography. The area is
also renowned for its world-class whitewater rafting and kayaking on the Clearwater River, hiking and
ski touring in the Trophy Mountains and Cariboo range to the Northeast, sport fishing, and increasingly
mountain biking.
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Regional economic dependencies for the North Thompson have not been updated in the last ten years, and plans
are underway for fall/winter 2018 to develop a first-ever study on the economic impact of tourism for the Wells
Gray region.
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Figure 2: Popular Wells Gray Tourism Attractions
Helmcken Falls

Trophy Meadows

Photos courtesy of Tourism Wells Gray (www.wellsgray.com)

The area also boasts 28 km of high quality traditional and skate-ski cross-country ski trails at the Candle
Creek Cross Country Ski Trails - managed by the Wells Gray Outdoor Club (WGOC), situated at the edge
of the newly-incorporated (2007) municipality of Clearwater.
In 2016 the WGOC began development of an extensive, machine-built mountain bike trail network to
enhance recreational opportunities of local residents and visitors. By September 2018 approximately 20
km of purpose-built single track mountain bike trails have been developed, ranging from beginner
(green) to expert (black).
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Figure 3: Candle Creek Recreation Trails
CANDLE CREEK MOUNTAIN BIKING TRAIL MAP

Source: Wells Gray Outdoor Club

Source: Google Maps / Trailforks

Collaborative Forestry Management of Tourism & Recreation Values
The Wells Gray Community Forest (WGCF) was established in 2006, with a community forest tenure
covering 13,000 Hectares of land adjacent to the District of Clearwater and Wells Gray Park. There are
three areas: Raft Mountain (where Candle Creek Trails are located), Gates Creek, and East Blackpool.
Maps of the WGCF operating areas can be viewed here: http://wgcfc.ca/maps/
Community forest tenure holders, like other forest licensees, must comply with a number of provincial
statutes governing land use and forestry, primarily the BC Land Act, the Wildfire Act, and the Forest and
Range Practices Act (FRPA) – which includes the Forest Planning and Practices Regulation (FPPR) as well
as a number of related pieces of policy guidance and ancillary statutes related to wildlife, range, species
at risk, and other areas. The WGCF must also incorporate key land use decisions such as those contained
within the Kamloops Land and Resource Management Plan.
Designated recreation sites and trails, such as the Candle Creek Trails, are established through a
partnership agreement with Recreation Sites and Trails BC, which provides the legal authorizations for
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trail maintenance, fee collection, and provides the opportunity for funding requests and capital
upgrades. Being legally established also means that the Recreation Sites and Trails is able to work with
local stakeholders to establish rules for trail use, such as disallowing dirt bike use of the mountain bike
trails and snowmobile use of the ski trails. The partnership agreement provides recreation clubs with the
required certainty to invest time and resources into developing and managing recreation areas, secure
in the knowledge that inappropriate recreation activities will be disallowed, and that resource extraction
practices have appropriate management strategies related to recreation.
The partnership agreement between the Wells Gray Outdoor Club and Recreation Sites and Trails BC is
an important factor that has ensured the success of the ski and mountain bike trails. The regional
recreation officer was also a key facilitator who helped to set the stage for success. It should however be
noted that the Wells Gray Community Forest has gone far beyond its legal requirements and has truly
become a partner in the development and management of the Candle Creek Trails.
Legally designated trails are also protected from excessive resource industry impacts, as recreation is a
“legal objective” under FRPA. This means that forest licensees must develop clear results and strategies
to effectively manage recreation values for these designated sites and trails. Community Forests in BC
also have specific guidelines and priorities, however their explicit legal requirements for managing
recreation values are essentially the same as the requirements for all forest licensees. Community
Forests pay lower stumpage rates - fees paid to the Crown for harvesting - than standard forest
licensees, which provides some flexibility to support management of
recreation values and features. However the
enhanced level of engagement and planning related
to recreation may more related to the fact that
Community Forests have closer ties to the local
community.

“Our Community Forest works closely with
recreation users because we are governed by
local representatives who have longstanding
connections to the community and its values,
like outdoor recreation and healthy living.”
- George Brcko, Manager, Wells Gray Community Forest

Wells Gray Forestry and Recreation Planning
Integrated planning and collaborative management for the Candle Creek Trails has occurred via a
number of mechanisms for a variety of recreation-related values and land features. The primary
collaboration mechanisms include the following:
 Annual face-to-face meetings at WGOC board meeting and sharing of detailed information at
the Cutting Permit level, containing sufficient detail to identify proposed harvesting locations;
 Sharing of short-term (annual) and mid-to-long-term (5-15 year) development plans for forest
harvesting and trail/amenity development by the WGOC;
 Periodic site assessments during planning and operational (harvesting) activities to achieve the
objectives of both organizations;
 Periodic discussions related to activities, one-off issues, and opportunities.
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The Wells Gray Community Forest has taken a number of measures to ensure that recreation values
and features were addressed via specific practices on the ground, and overall forest practices not
only have minimal negative impact on recreation, but actively support it.
Forestry Measures to Support Recreation:
 Access enhancement
 Recreation feature development support
 Visual quality management
 Harvest timing (to minimize noise in peak season)
 Forest recreation safety
 Overall ecosystem health

Access Enhancement
Activities of the WGCF have enhanced access for skiing, mountain biking, and other recreation in Candle
Creek by investing heavily in improvements to the road infrastructure in the area. This also improved ski
run quality, connectivity, enabled shuttling for mountain bike trails, and improved drainage – thus
reducing erosion and damage to trails and the local environment.
According to George Brcko, Manager of the Wells Gray Community Forest, the access roads in the
Candle Creek Trails area were a major impediment to fully realizing recreation opportunities in the area:
The recreation club adopted a pretty bad road network – with steep grades
unsuitable for skiing, poor drainage washing out the roads and trails, and poor
quality roads without enough rock content, which resulted in the roads being
muddy and inaccessible in spring and fall, attracting mud bogging that further
damaged the roads.
To address these issues, a number of actions were taken – many of which went above and beyond the
minimum legal requirements.

Road Improvements in Upper Candle Creek. The grade levelling in the steep northern sector of the
Candle Creek Trails opened this area to more moderate cross-country skiing, improved the connection
between mountain bike trail segments, and improved road quality and drainage.
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Figure 4: Road Improvements in Candle Creek

To reduce the grades of the roads in the upper trail segments of the northern quadrant, an extensive
blasting regimen was required, removing thousands of tonnes of bedrock in the upper road section and
relocating it to the lower road sections.
Road Surface Improvements. The roads in the Candle Creek Trails were essentially composed of sand
and clay, with very little rock crush content. This resulted in the roads becoming greasy mud pits after
even a moderate rainfall, and were virtually impassable for several weeks each spring, when the heavy
snows of the region melted. These muddy conditions also attracted mud boggers – ATVs and 4x4x –
which further rutted the roads, and increased soil erosion and runoff.
To improve the overall quality of the roads, the Wells Gray Community Forest used rock material from
blasting to resurface the roads. Using heavier rock-crush content can be more expensive than standard
fill material (primarily sand and clay), but it minimizes erosion and runoff.
To further improve the road network quality and accessibility, annual improvements are also made to
road surfacing and drainage, as well as selective grass seeding to stabilize soils and improve overall
visuals.
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Figure 5: George Brcko at the top end of Fiddlers Green. Note the raised profile of the main access road, the level
grade, extensive ditching, and the heavy rock content – all of which improve access in the area for mountain bikers
and other trail users, and improves the quality of the skiing in this trail sector. Additional material was also piled at
the top of Fiddlers Green to make the transition smoother for beginner riders on the green (beginner) trail.

The Wells Gray Community Forest also assisted with discouraging vehicles and ATVs from damaging the
sensitive mountain biking single-track trails by stacking large boulders along the entry and exit points to
the single track.
Figure 6: Boulders stacked along mountain bike trail entrance to discourage ATV access.
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Recreation Feature Development Support
Logging in Candle Creek has not only avoided any major impacts to mountain biking¸ skiing, and other
recreational activities, but it has actually resulted in significant improvements to recreation features.
Perhaps the best example is the new world-class downhill bike park-style run, “Fat Lip”. Heavy
machinery was needed to move the many tonnes of earth required to construct the bike park’s berms,
tabletops, doubles, hips, and other truly awesome features. While forestry machinery was on site for
logging, machinery time was donated by the community forest to pile and relocate literally tonnes of
earth where the features were to be located. Smaller machinery was then used by the Outdoor Club to
design the final shape of each feature.
Figure 7: The author at the bottom “tabletops” of the trail Fat Lip

Also note that the area in the top-right of the photo has already been selectively logged rather than
clear-cut. The natural-looking harvesting is more visually appealing for recreationists, as many studies on
tourism / recreation viewscapes have shown.
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Visual Quality Management
Forests in BC are also
managed for visual quality,
which is classified in five
tiers.2 The lowest level of
alteration to the landscape
being called a
“preservation” viewscape. In
these cases the majority of
trees remain in place and
landscape changes are barely perceptible, if at all.

On the other end of the scale
is “maximum modification”
where large-scale, angular
clear-cuts with straight lines
are permitted, leaving a
highly noticeable and often
unpleasant-looking alteration
of the natural landscape.

The Candle Creek Trails have
been managed mostly to a
“partial retention” level,
which has noticeable
alteration on the landscape,
but the scale of harvesting is
low, and alteration mimics
natural landscape variations.

The top-end visual of the newly-harvested “Fat Lip” area demonstrates effective visual management at
the partial retention level, with minimal obvious gaps, the near absence of clearcuts, and natural spacing
of trees.
2

For a complete guide to Visual Quality Objectives in BC, see https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/farming-naturalresources-and-industry/forestry/visual-resource-mgmt/vrm_a_guide_to_visual_quality_objectives.pdf
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Figure 8: George Brcko, at the top of the downhill jump line, Fat Lip. Note the use of
the natural rock feature used as the natural entry point to minimize disturbance.

Figure 9: Trees marked for retention (non-harvesting)

To further manage for visual quality in
areas immediately adjacent to the
main trails, these areas were
evaluated by the Community Forest
and Outdoor Club jointly, once trees
were “marked to cut”. The follow-up
visual inspection identified important
trees to be “retained” – specifically
marked to be left standing – as
identified by the black marks on the
cedars adjacent to the trail, Fiddlers
Green.
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Perhaps one of the most impressive symbols of collaboration by the Community Forest was to construct
a viewing platform for trail users in the trail sector that was highly inaccessible prior to the Community
Forest’s access enhancements. The Community Forest also donated the machinery and operator time to
erect a massive four-metre high Inukshuk, a traditional Inuit symbol representing safety, hope, and
friendship.
Figure 10: George Brcko in front of the new Candle Creek Viewpoint & Inukshuk

Timing of Harvesting
The Community Forest must cease or significantly limit harvesting at specific periods each year,
including the cessation of using heavy machinery and saws during peak fire hazard conditions (typically
July and August). Logging must also halt during the spring thaw/melt period known as “breakup,” which
can last anywhere from 3-6 weeks.
The Community Forest also operates under the
terms of a written agreement with the Wells Gray
Outdoor Club to cease logging operations in the
Candle Creek area during cross-country skiing
months, from mid/late November through to
March/April).

The written agreement was developed out of a
recognition that winter forest harvesting is
fundamentally incompatible with cross-country
skiing, as the access road network is groomed for
skiing and closed to all motorized traffic.
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Engagement of Indigenous Communities
Trail planning and development also involved engagement of the Simpcw First Nation, as the Candle
Creek Trails are situated on the unceded traditional territory of the Simpcw People.
Figure 11: Local trail crews cutting the first trails in 2016, with significant
involvement of, and support by the Simpcw First Nation.

Forest Health and Safety
Recreationists consider nature conservation and appreciation to be important values, with healthy
ecosystems being a key objective in recreation planning and development. Recognizing this, the Wells
Gray Community Forest took a number of measures that went well above the minimum requirements to
ensure that the Candle Creek area retains important ecosystem values.
One of the most important actions was to ensure that the future forests that will grow and mature over
time in the recently harvested areas are re-planted with multiple species, and in high density. This will
produce more resilient stands, promote biodiversity, and mitigate against the negative impacts of
climate change and forest health.
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Figure 12: Fir Beetle Traps in recently harvested stand

One of the key actions of the
Community Forest was to follow-up
harvesting operations with a fir
beetle funnel trap program, to
ensure that the selectively logged
stand is protected. This will ensure
that the retained trees continue to
provide valuable ecosystem
services including supporting future
biodiversity. This also reduces
blowdown risks for trees, which can
result in the obstruction of trails
and road networks.

To minimize the impacts of hazard trees obstructing the trails and access roads, the Community Forest
also has an annual agreement with local fire suppression crews to practice snag falling along the trail
network.

Wells Gray Outdoor Club Actions to Support the Community Forest
The positive results on the ground are the product of a two-way relationship between the Community
Forest and the Outdoor Club, and active engagement by Recreation Sites and Trails BC.
The Wells Gray Outdoor Club took a number of measures to ensure that its values and interests were
clearly identified, were reasonable in scope and nature, and were clearly communicated to the
Community Forest. Part of this truly collaborative arrangement required an understanding by the
Outdoor Club members how working forests operate in a society with multiple objectives for our shared
resources.
The Outdoor Club was proactive and committed to seeing-through the development of the trails in a
way that worked collaboratively with the Community Forest. This takes time, resources, and some
degree of experience with land use and forestry. These planning activities were also supported by
ongoing discussions with the regional recreation officer for Recreation Sites and Trails BC.
Another key factor leading to this success was the appointment of a dedicated point-person in the
Outdoor Club – Aaron Cooperman, Chair of the Mountain Biking Committee – to lead the engagement
with the Community Forest.
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One key decision of the Outdoor Club, with the support and authorization of Recreation Sites and Trails
BC, was to situate new trail development within or adjacent to areas that had been recently logged. This
not only minimized the impact of trail development on mature forest stands, but also provided some
guarantee that these areas would be free from future logging for several years.
Recreation clubs need to understand that multi-use forest planning is not a one way street,
while it may be expected that industrial forest users should take the time to understand
and cater to recreational values - it is equally important that recreational users put in the
effort to understand what values and uses are important in a working forest. Expect and
plan for change. Where would most of our trail networks be without forestry road access?
-

Aaron Cooperman, Wells Gray Outdoor Club

Figure 13: Test ride on the first MTB trail (Ridge Loop) in
2015 – situated within a selectively harvested forest

Conclusion
This level of collaborative planning is likely
unprecedented in BC, and provides an
example of how seemingly antagonistic
activities – recreation and forestry – can
operate in a collaborative and mutually
beneficial manner.
The Outdoor Club benefits from improved
access, development of specific recreation
features such as the downhill jump line,
well-maintained visuals and scenic quality,
trails that are protected from windfall and
pests, and an overall forest recreation
experience with ecological values that are preserved.
The Community Forest benefits from having a strong social license and respect within the community.
Having board members, management, and staff who are from the local area result in a strong
understanding of the importance of other community values, and a desire to “do the right thing.”
According to Community Forest Manager, George Brcko, “there’s nothing preventing other forest tenure
holders from doing what we’ve done here.” Hopefully this example will lead to further collaboration on
the land base, as pressures for natural resource extraction and recreation will only increase over time.
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